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Applied Life Studies
Leisure Studies
Allen V. H. Sapora Papers, 1932-1996

Box 1:

Vitae, 1958-91
Sapora Slide Script, Biographical Outlines, ca. 1976
Honors (3 folders), 1952, 1959-78, 1980-88
Archery, Physical Education, 1939-40
Military Service, Recreation, 1938, 1943-46
Anaheim California, Recreation, 1951-53
Selected Papers, 1953-86
Children's Research Center, Motor Performance... Laboratory History 1961-62, 1967-68, 1971
International Activities, 1973-88
Papers and Speeches (3 folders), 1953-68, 1970-86
Publications
Minimum Requirements in Buildings & Fields for... Physical Education at .. the
University of Illinois, August 1954
A Study of... Needs... for Health, Physical Education... Recreation...University of Illinois, May 1960
The Theory of Play & Recreation by Allen V. Sapora & Elmer Mitchell, 1961
Intramural Department Program Revision Prospectus & Daily Illini account, January 1962
Recreation Research "Interdisciplinary Research" by AVS, 1965
Index to the Literature of Leisure, Recreation... by AVS & Mary Vance, June, 1965
Environmental Design for Parks & Recreation in Minneapolis. Dec. 1965
Departmental Flyer, 1966
"Evaluation of Park & Recreation Operations" by AVS, Dec. 1969
"Proceedings... First World Conference of Experts on... Leisure" Sept. 25-29, 1971
"Developing Leadership for the Leisure Profession" by AVS, Bannon & Wade, 1975
"The Intercall Papers" of Second Conference on Leisure, Oct. 27, 1975 (2 copies)
Allen V. Sapora Symposium on Leisure & Recreation "New Thoughts in Leisure" May 1977
"Proceedings of International Symposium on Research in Sport & Recreation" Vol. B.
Recreation, Sept. 1979
"Origin & History of the Society of Park & Recreation Editors" by AVS, 1979 (2 copies)
Interaction..." by AVS., 1980
"Physical Education as Related to Recreation" by AVS, 1981
"A View of the Past..." by AVS in Leisure, No Enemy but Ignorance, 1983
"The Economic Impact of Park & Recreation in Illinois..." by AVS in Illinois Parks &
Recreation, Sept - Oct, 1983
Undergraduate Curriculum: Content & Process
"Identification of the Core Body of Knowledge" by AVS, March 1985
International Symposium on Sports for Everyone Proceedings "Forward" by AVS., 1985
"Leisure Theory & Practice" by AVS in SPRE Annual on Education vol. 1, June 1986
"Joseph Lee" by AVS. pp. 65-78 in Pioneers in Leisure & Recreation, 1988
National Recreation Association, 1990
Box 2:

Research
Recreation Philosophy and Scope, Playgrounds, 1933- ca. 1980's
The Junior Citizen Series - "Recreation and Leisure," 1940
Early Research, ca. 1940-57
School Recreation (2 folders), 1940-76
Philosophy of Recreation, 1940-83
Research, 1946-73
M. S. and Ph. D. Student and Thesis Lists, 1948-80
Evaluation Schedules, 1950-53
Philosophy of Leisure, Articles (2 folders), 1950-77
Recreation Articles and Draft, 1951-86
Illinois Recreation Association, 1952-63
University of Illinois Curriculum History Project, 1952-89
Community Recreation Evaluation, 1953-64
Philosophy of Recreation, 1953-80
Speeches, 1954-81
Research in Recreation Reports, National Recreation Association, 1955-58
Recreation Study Centers, 1956
Research Papers and Drafts, 1956-82
Philosophy of Leisure, Articles and Correspondence (2 folders), 1958-72
Recreation and Leisure, Articles (2 folders), 1960-79
Hungry/Illinois Research Drafts (2 folders), 1961-81
Recreation, Sport, and Leisure, Articles, 1961-86

Box 3:

Leisure and Recreation Research, Articles, Drafts, Correspondence, 1961-88
Recreation Research, Bibliographies, 1962-65
Recreation and Leisure Articles and Drafts, 1962-86
Recreation Bibliographies, Course Outlines and Articles, 1962-93
Hungary, Outdoor Recreation, 1963-80
"Leisure in America: Blessing or Curse?" James C. Charlesworth, ed., 1964
Eastern Europe, Maps, Brochures, Articles, 1965-76
Future of Leisure, Articles and Drafts (2 folders), 1966-85
Hungary, Maps and Recreation Photos, 1967-78
Population Comparisons, Illinois and Hungary, 1967-81
Donald Pelegrino, "The Generation Gap in Recreation Research: Are We Bridging It?"
American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 1969
Population and Demographics, 1969-83
Educational Product Report, Playground Equipment, 1970
University Operation, 1971
Hungary/U.S. Comparisons, 1971-80
Career Education for Leisure Occupations Booklet, 1972
Hungary, Canty Fejer, 1972-76
Eastern Europe, Maps, Brochures, Articles (2 folders), 1972-85, 1973
Hungary, Budapest Open Air Theatres, 1973
Eastern Europe, Articles, 1973-82
Energy Crisis Seminar, 1973-94
Charles Pezoldt, "Role Playing: A Procedural Model for Reality Practice,"
Czechoslovakia Visit, 1974-76
Yugoslavia Visit, Correspondence, 1974-76
Eastern Europe, Planning, 1974-77
Hungary/U.S. Relations, Surveys, 1975
Hungary and Eastern Europe, Leisure Activities photos 1975-76
Correspondence, 1976
Czechoslovakia, Photos, Brochures, Correspondence, 1976
Hungary, Cegled Visit, Photo, 1976

Box 4:
Research
Hungary
  Debrecen, 1976
  Debrecen Visit, 1976
  Kecskemet Visit, 1976
  Szombathely Visit, 1976
"Not of One Mind - America Views America," Dale Tarnowieski, 1976
Romania, 1976
Hungary, Research, 1976-78
Polish Vacation Paper, ca. 1977
Hungary/U.S. Recreation, Personnel Charts, 1977
Hungary/Illinois Industry, 1977-79
Hungary, Speeches and Drafts, 1977-83
Hungary, Leisure Education, ca. 1978
Eastern Europe, Maps, Drafts, Correspondence, 1978-80
U.S./Eastern Europe Comparison, Articles and Notes, 1978-80
Hungary/U.S. Comparisons, 1978-87
American Academy of Leisure, Tinsley Presentation, 1982
Hungarian Cultural Association, Correspondence and Drafts, 1982-90
Hungary/Illinois Comparison Research, 1983-84
International Symposium on Sports for Everyone, 1984
Russia, Sports, 1984
Leisure Science Article with Review Comments, ca. 1985
"World Leisure and Recreation," August 1985
Lawn Art, Rockford Register Star, 1989
International Relations in Leisure Studies, 1995

Recreation 403
  Class Outlines (2 folders), 1954-67
  Evaluations of Recreation Research and Resources, 1954-72

Rockford Park District
  Evaluation Study, 1963
  Rockford and Winnebago County, Population Planning Research Report
  Two, 1964
  Webbs Norman, Director, 1985-93
Publications, 1991-93

Department of Leisure Studies
A. Sapora, Leisure Studies Dept. and School of Physical Education
Photographs, 1944-90
Dept. of Recreation, History and Courses, 1945-81
Recreation Curriculum and Drafts, 1946-84
Dept. of Recreation, Undergraduate Professional Program in Recreation, Annual Reports, Curriculum, Correspondence, 1949-65
Recreation and Leisure Studies Curriculum, 1949-77
School of Physical Education, Recreation Program, Annual Reports, 1951-57
Proposals, Drafts, Correspondence and Department/University Memoranda (2 folders), 1951-87
Graduate Curriculum Development, 1951-89
Recreation Program, Committee Notes and Drafts, Course Materials, 1951-89
Department of Recreation, Reports on Students Field Experience and Teaching, 1952-60
Graduate Program, 1953-78

Box 5:

Dept. of Leisure Studies, History of Research Statements, 1954-75
Recreation Curriculum, 1962-86
Department Space Requests and Research, 1964-71
Statements of Policy and Position, Curriculum, Graduate Entry Materials, 1965-71
Dept. of Leisure Studies, Dept. Research Goals and Statements, 1966-75
General Information and Research Program Statements, Children's Research Center, 1967
Department of Leisure Studies Name Change, 1967-75
Department Newsletters and Flyers (2 folders), 1967-82
Department Recreation and Park Administration, Organization Chart Transparency, 1968
Office of Recreation and Park Resources Annual Report, 1968-69
Office of Recreation and Park Resources, ca. 1970s
Undergraduate Curriculum, 1972-87
Curriculum Revision Committee, 1979-92
Institute for Child Behavior and Development, Director Search, 1986

School/College of Physical Education
Recreation Program Annual Reports, Graduate and Undergraduate, 1951-57
Outline of Off-campus Student Recreation Field Work, 1956
Graduate Study, Faculty Lists, Publication, 1967-77
Abstracts of Graduate Theses in Physical Education, Recreation and Health Education, 1968
Organization Charts and Faculty/Student Lists, 1968-75
"An Analysis of Physical Education Basic Instruction Programs at the University of Illinois and Selected Illinois High Schools," 1969
Name Change (2 folders), 1970-88
University of Illinois
Ten-Year Plan Supporting Analytical Studies and Projections of State of Illinois and National Degrees and Enrollments, 1969
Preliminary Report of the Long Range Planning Committee for the Champaign-Urbana Campus, 1970
Provisional Development Plan 1971-72 through 1980-81, 1970
Report of the Comptroller Supporting Schedules, 1973

Box 6:

Annual Reports
Department of Recreation, 1957-66
Department of Recreation and Municipal Parks Administration, 1962-66
Department of Recreation and Municipal Park Administration (2 folders), 1966-68
Department of Recreation and Park administration (6 folders), 1968-73
School of Physical Education (22 folders), 1932-55
School of Physical Education Biennial Report, 1954-56
School of Physical Education Annual Report (2 folders), 1955-57
College of Physical Education Biennial Report, 1956-58
College of Physical Education Annual Report (2 folders), 1957-59
College of Physical Education Biennial Report, 1958-60
College of Physical Education Annual Report (12 folders), 1959-71